
GMS Site Council 
Meeting Minutes 

September 13, 2022 
 

1) Welcome and Introductions 

2) Good Things!  

3) By Laws 

a. Mrs. Hogarth shared the bylaws contain the criteria set forth by the Kansas State 

Department of Education. The highlighted portion (see handout) is a key function of the 

GMS Site Council 

4) Meeting Dates 

a. Mrs. Hogarth shared a list of the five Site Council dates for the 22-23 school year. One of 

the meetings is a district meeting in February. (see handout) 

5) Overview of GMS (see handouts) 

a. Enrollment History  

b. Student Involvement in Sports/Activities 

c. General Information (# staff, class size, new staff, elective enrollment, etc.) 

6) New this year 

a. Police officer assigned to GMS 

i. Mrs. Hogarth shared that the BOE approved two additional police officers for 

USD 265 and they are housed at the two middle schools. Officer Tyler Priddle 

has been working with the students and staff for a few weeks now and he is 

quickly proving invaluable.  

b. Math/reading interventionist 

i. Lisa Martin is helping GMS create a tier structure where we can support 

students struggling in math and reading. Our goal is to lay the foundation this 

year and roll out a school-wide implementation next year.  

7) Feedback on the weekly bulletin/emails  

a. Parents shared they appreciate the weekly communication. Some new to the district 

indicated they never received this at former district and like it.  

b. Parents shared they miss the monthly lunch menu the district used to provide. Mrs. 

Hogarth explained the district eliminated that this year when we moved lunch accounts 

to Skyward. This is also due partly to a staff shortage. Mrs. Hogarth shared this concern 

with the Director of Nutrition Services. She indicated she has gotten the same feedback 

from other schools and hopes to reinstate the monthly menus in October 

c. One parent mentioned how the lack of a math textbook makes it a struggle for her to 

help her student. Mrs. Hogarth explained that our math textbooks are very outdated 

and no longer match the current state standards so the teachers have worked hard to 

create resources that do. We hope to begin the process of adopting a new textbook in 

the spring or fall of 2023.  

8) Questions or future topics 

a. No suggestions were offered but Mrs. Hogarth encouraged parents to reach out 

anytime there is something they would like to learn more about.  



 

 

“At the end of the day, the most overwhelming key to a child’s success is the positive involvement of 

parents.”       Jane D. Hull 


